The study aims to empirically validate the cognitive dissonance levels in the model. A deductive approach has been adopted to measure the validity of cognitive dissonance levels. The main areas of concerns were; current behaviour, attitude towards the target behaviour, attitude towards change or maintain the behaviour, and cognitive dissonance levels. These concepts were examined through a questionnaire analysis. A deductive method has been used to empirically validate the cognitive dissonance levels, which have been proposed in the 3D-RAB model as well as indicate its implication on the persuasive paths. The model suggested that users would experience different level of dissonance for each state. The findings indicated that it is possible that individuals vary in the level and extent in which they experience dissonance. It was also found that there might be other factors that influence the cognitive dissonance levels in relation to the model.
Introduction
Tecknology represents a powerful influence tool, when humans know how to use it. Many physiological models and theories have been used in technological context, illustrating that the interactions between the human and technology must be taken into account related to physiological aspects; such as, attitude, behaviour, and acceptance (Morris et al., 2012) . Persuasive technology is one of the most important domains that focuses on changing the attitude or behaviour through the use of technology. Designers of such technology need to address internal and external personal factors to provide useful persuasive applications (Wiafe, 2012) . Many persuasive design models have addressed the designing issues by considering theories of behavioural change. One of these models is the three-dimensional relationship between attitude and behaviour model (3D-RAB), which considers users' attitudes and behaviour in persuasive system design.
Information technology (IT) plays a significant role in personal and social life. Human beings are most likely to interact with cues in their surrounded environment. These responses could influence their attitude and behaviour in many different ways (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2008) . Thus, technology could be used as a trigger to influence attitudes and behaviours. The term percussive technology is used to describe systems which are designed intentionally to change or influence one's belief or behaviour (Fogg, 2002) . Persuasion considered to be the key factor of achieving a change in behaviour or attitude (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2008) , and its technology deliberates a combination of two disciplines, which are computer-based field and human science (Torning & Oinas-Kukkonen, 2009 ).
In persuasive technology world, Wiafi et al. (2011) developed 3D-RAB to analyse the persuasive technology design to identify and categorise different types of users according to the relationship between attitude and behaviour. The main intrapersonal variables in this model are;
• Attitude towards target behaviour, which defines as individuals' general evaluation of the target behaviour (Wiafe, 2012) .
The model suggests that in addition to attitude towards target behaviour (ATTB), and current behaviour (CB) that are mainly considered in behaviour intervention, a third element which is attitude towards change or maintain behaviour (ATCMB) is also considered. This aspect is associated with change and maintenance of the current behaviour (Wiafe, 2012) . According to Wiafi (2012) , the third element also affects individual's behavioural intentions and actual behaviour. The previous three intrapersonal respective aggregates provide a positive or negative value towards the target behaviour resulting in creation of 8 different states. The user's types in the 3D-RAB model are based on various levels of cognitive dissonance (CD) states, which categorise them relating to their CB, ATTB, and ATCMB. To date the 3D-RAB model is the only model that categorise individuals in states as well as take into account their cognitive dissonance as an approach, while designing persuasive technology (Wiafe, 2012) . The development of this model has contributed to the knowledge of persuasive technology field. It considers to be relatively new; therefore, there are some lacks relating to the foundation of the cognitive dissonance levels (CDLs) assessment.
Computers technology play different roles as persuaders and its methods and techniques have been used and developed to change the individuals' attitudes and behaviours (Fogg, 2002) . There is an ambiguity demonstrating how persuasion methods and appropriate techniques can be systematically aligned with persuasion technology design (Wiafe, 2012) . Moreover, the current persuasive technology applications lack systematic processes during its design phases respecting various natures of users or their use over the time (Wiafe, 2012) . In this light, Wiafe et al. (2011) has developed the 3D-RAB model for analysing and implementing behavioural change in persuasive technology as alluded. It represents three dimensional relationships between ATTB, ATCMB, and CB, which distinguishes users into 8 states regarding the targeted behaviour. It helps in selecting the appropriate techniques for persuasive technology design for each type of users (Wiafe, 2012) .
The theory of cognitive dissonance mainly means a state of discomfort, which is created when individual holds two or more elements of knowledge that are relevant to each other but inconsistent with one another (Festinger, 1957) . According to this theory ones' attitude and behaviour need to be in harmony to avoid this unpleasant state which called "dissonance" (Festinger, 1957) . Therefore, the 3D-RAB model suggested that the variation in the states creates no, strong, moderate, and weak cognitive dissonance towards the targeted behaviour. Additionally, the model represents six different paths to the ideal state where one's attitude and behaviour positively matches the targeted behaviour. Therefore, the persuaders can select the appropriate persuasive path to persuade the users according to their current state.
The variation of the cognitive dissonance levels will affect the persuasive paths as suggested by Waife (2012) on basis of the assumption that the levels of cognitive dissonance are correct. The persuaders need to create dissonance before reducing the dissonance to reach the ideal state in the model in some cases where negative behaviour or attitude towards the targeted behaviour is inconsistent. Therefore, the cognitive changeability would affect the design of the persuasive paths to transit from one state to another. The cognitive dissonance levels in the 3D-RAB model have never been empirically tested, as it was based on the assumption which take into account the relationships between CB, ATTB, and ATCMB. Therefore, the 3D-RAB model assumption and the cognitive dissonance theory claim (Festinger, 1957) , brings the need to assess whether the previous cognitive dissonance levels assessment (i.e. strong, moderate, weak and none) is correct or not, which has been stated as our key research problem. The present study has assessed the 3D-RAB model summarising its advantages and disadvantages.
Literature Review

Persuasion
Persuasion is defined as a way of communication that have an intended message to shape, reinforce or change the reactions of an individual towards a target (Miler, 1980) . Persuasive communications can concern about cognition, attitude, and behavior (Fogg, 2002) , in which persuasion is used to change individuals' beliefs, attitudes, and actions towards a targeted issue or object. Basically, it is an action that influences people to act with conviction in a targeted way. Stiff and Mongeau (2016) claimed that deceptive and coercive could be used as methods of persuasion. However, Simon (1976) illustrated that coercive and deceptive are forms of influence yet they are different than persuasion as they hold negative consequences. Similarly, Kelman (1961) argued that they are not methods of persuasion but they could influence ones' mind effectively.
According to Harjumaa and Kukkonen (2007) , persuasion is the key of attitude change. It attempts to change the ways through which individuals think, feel, or act. They have identified three persuasion approaches namely; Vol. 14, No. 4; 2019 used as psychological measures, as for behavioural measures were designed to establish dissonance reduction (Sweeney, Hausknecht & Soutar, 2000) . Many empirical examinations of dissonance theory have employed dissonance experimentally within paradigms. For example, the disconfirmation paradigm was used to examine dissonance reduction (Sweeney, Hausknecht & Soutar, 2000) .
Dissonance has been also measured by examining the opinions of the subject at different stages of an experiment (Sweeney, Hausknecht & Soutar, 2000) . A study by Cooper and Fazio (1984) suggested that dissonance arousal is necessary to the occurrence of the dissonance uncomfortable state. However, dissonance as psychological uncomfortable state has not been given empirical attention as much as dissonance arousal experiments (Elliot & Devine, 1994) . Supportively, Soutar and Sweeney (2003) , have discussed the need to examine dissonance as uncomfortable state and moreover to observe dissonance differently taking into account variation in dissonance. Waife et.al. (2011) developed a model that categorises individuals in states regarding their attitudes and behaviour linking them to different levels of cognitive dissonance.
Three-Dimensional Relationship between Attitude and Behaviour Model (3D-RAB)
The 3D-RAB model signifies three-dimensional relationship between attitude towards behaviour, attitude towards change or maintaining a change, and current behaviour. Thus, by examining these three factors persuaders can analyse users' states during persuasive interventions. Each attribute in the model is presented by parametric variation of values positive or negative for each of the dimensions, which helps in differentiate peoples' states into 8 categories (Wiafe, 2012) .
According to Wiafe (2012) , attitude towards targeted behaviour can be positive behaviour when a person favours the targeted behaviour. However, the attitude towards behaviour is not always in harmony with the current behaviour. Similarly, the attitude towards changing or maintaining the current behaviour can be positive when a person agrees to change the current behaviour to the targeted one or agree to maintain the current behaviour if it matches the targeted behaviour and negative otherwise (Wiafe, 2012) . This factor assists in knowing the persons' willingness and readiness of changing or maintains the current behaviour. However, self-efficiency plays a key role in influencing ATCMB as people who feel less confident or unable to accomplish a task are likely to have negative attitude to change their existing behaviour (Wiafe, 2012) . While for the third factor the current behaviour Wiafe (2012) has identified it as the existing action within the environment which will be positive if it matches the target behaviour and will considered negative otherwise. However, there is a need to have a target or reference behaviour to personalise the measurement to measure the behaviour (Wiafe, 2012) .
Research Methodology
Research Approach
The two main research approaches were widely used for conducting studies include; deductive and inductive approaches. In terms of the deductive approach, Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2009) claimed that it primary involved concern about testing and developing a theory that is subjected to a test. Conversely, the inductive approach focuses on exploring data and develop theories from them (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009 ). Researches in this context have a clear and defined purpose as well as do not start with any fixed theories or theoretical frameworks (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009 ). Scholars in this context are focusing on observing why events are likely to occur on small sample subjects, unlike the deductive research which require a larger sample (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009 ). The present study has aimed to empirically validate the cognitive dissonance levels, which have been proposed in the 3D-RAB model as well as indicate its implication on the persuasive paths. Therefore, deductive approach is used to examine an assumption and design a research strategy to test this theory (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009 ).
The purpose of the 3D-RAB model is to categorize individuals according to their state. The model suggested that users would experience different level of dissonance for each state. Thus, it is possible to draw some hypotheses reflecting the theoretical assumption in the 3D-RAB as;
• H1: State 1 (S1) (CB +), (ATTB +), (ATCMB +) = no dissonance.
• H2: State 2 (S2) (CB +), (ATTB +), (ATCMB -) = weak dissonance.
• H3: State 3 (S3) (CB +), (ATTB -), (ATCMB +) = moderate dissonance.
• H4: State 4 (S4) (CB +), (ATTB -), (ATCMB -) = strong dissonance.
• H5: State 5 (S5) (CB -), (ATTB +), (ATCMB +) = strong dissonance.
• H6: State 6 (S6) (CB -), (ATTB +), (ATCMB -) = moderate dissonance.
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The 3D-R Business and Management Vol. 14, No. 4; 2019 200 each state. The analysis of the level of cognitive dissonance for each respondent in a particular state for each topic was mapped to the actual model. The evaluation has helped to assist the testing of research hypotheses leading to draw our conclusion in relation to CDLs validity. It was observed that the majority of the respondents are in state 1 which matches the higher number of positive frequency and percentage appeared in the analysis of CB, ATTB, and ATCMB by exploring respondents CB, ATTB, and ATCMB. According to the 3D-RAB model, individuals experience no dissonance if their CB, ATTB, and ATCMB are alike. All the respondents who are in state 1 or state 8 experienced no dissonance. This was also applicable for the observation of the higher means.
S2-S7 = Weak Dissonance
Respondents, who were in S2, have a positive CB and ATTB which disagree with their ATCMB. From the observations, there was only one respondent in this state, who experienced a weak level of dissonance. However, when using higher mean value, the respondent seems to experience moderate dissonance (Table 1) . Therefore, H2 was rejected by the second definition and appeared to be reliable in the first one. However, this variation is less likely to be acceptable as it was only for one participant. As for S7, the percentage of the matching between ACDL and PCDL in S7 were 83.3% for both CDLs means definitions. Additionally, H7 test indicated that S7 participants experience weak level of dissonance, which supports the hypothesis for this state.
S3-S6 = Moderate Dissonance
The hypotheses suggested that individuals, who are in S3 and S6 would experience moderate level of cognitive dissonance. Reflections of respondents' results showed a matching between ACDL and PCDL. Additionally, the hypothesis test indicated that participants experienced a moderate cognitive dissonance level towards disposing their ICT appropriately for both high and low means results. Therefore, it can be said that the hypothesis for S3 and S6 proved its accuracy in relation to this topic.
S5 = Strong Dissonance
Only 2 in S5 out of 47 respondents experienced strong level of dissonance towards disposing ICT waste appropriately, when the mean was rounded to the lower value. Reassuringly, 95.7% was the percentage of the mismatch between ACDL and PCDL, which indicated that the level of dissonance of majority of the respondents in S5 is not matching the PCDL. Additionally, the results showed that participants in S5 experienced different levels of CD, which were varied between none and strong ( Table 1) . As a result, the hypothesis for this state was rejected for both means definition. It is due to the high percentage of mismatch between ACDL and PCDL, as well as the hypothesis test for this state supported this rejection. Overall, H1, H3, H6, H7, and H8 were accepted in terms of appropriate disposal of ICT waste. On the other hand, H5 were disconfirmed by both CDL means definition, which means that respondents in S5 have not experience strong CDLs in terms this issue. As for, H2 was approved in the first mean definition and rejected otherwise. However, this difference between the H2 reliability could be affected by the number of participants in this state as only one participant was representing it. 
Discussion
From the above evaluation, it can be inferred that the CDLs in terms of the 3D-RAB model attributes has taken tow-sided. It was observed that when individuals CB and ATTB are equal (S1, S2, S7 and S8) no matter if it matches the ATCMB or not the levels of dissonance are appeared to be accurate. In S1 and S8; individuals have no cognitive dissonance due to the agreement between their cognition which results in no psychological tension (Wiafe, 2012) . While, individuals in S2 and S7 experienced weak CDL. It is due to the agreement between CB and ATTB, in which it creates a strong consonance; however, the dissonance was created due to the negative value for ATCMB (Wiafe, 2012) , which explains why participants experience a weak level of dissonance in such states.
On the other hand, when individuals CB and ATTB are unequal (S3, S5, and S6) no matter if they agree with the ATCMB or not the levels of dissonance appear to be questionable. This was apart from S4 as it has been accepted due to the match between ACDL and PCDL. Yet, the results for this state might be the same as the previous states as only one participant was representing this state and the hypothesis was testing accordingly. However, when examining the hypotheses of S3, S5, S6 per state, topic or overall, they appear to be consonantly rejected. Thus, it can be indicated that strong and moderate levels of dissonance in terms of the model attributes have not proofed their reliability. This is because the disagreement between the PCDL and ACDL for those states was significant. Additionally, the CDLs in S3, S5 and S6 generally appear to shift towards the lower levels of dissonance. Therefore, in general, from the above observation and discussion it can be said that;
• H1: S1 (CB +), (ATTB +), (ATCMB +) = no dissonance.
• H2: S2 (CB +), (ATTB +), (ATCMB -) = weak dissonance.
• H3: S3 (CB +), (ATTB -), (ATCMB +) ≠ moderate dissonance.
• H4: S4 (CB +), (ATTB -), (ATCMB -) = strong dissonance.
• H5: S5 (CB -), (ATTB +), (ATCMB +) ≠ strong dissonance.
• H6: S6 (CB -), (ATTB +), (ATCMB -) ≠ moderate dissonance.
• H7: S7 (CB -), (ATTB -), (ATCMB +) = weak dissonance.
• H8: S8 (CB -), (ATTB -), (ATCMB -) = no dissonance.
Cooper (2007) has stated that the increased stressed and tense results in reduction of the dissonance. Therefore, the urge to reduce the uncomfortable state might decrease the level of dissonance. It could be done by reducing the importance of the conflicting cognitions and acquire another belief (Festinger, 1957) . For example, individuals in S3 and S6 could take into account the agreement between their CB and ATCMB and ignore the discrepancy between ATTB and CB to reduce the dissonance from moderate to weak or none. Similarly, the agreement between the ATTB and ATCBM in S5 could play a role in eliminating the level of dissonance. In psychology; confirmation evidence or bias refers to ones' tendency to look for interpretation which confirms his/her beliefs or hypothesis.
It can be said that an alternative way to eliminate the dissonance is by seeking the confirming evidence and disregarding the impact of the disconfirming evidence. For instance, in S5 the disconfirming evidence could be the noticeable discrepancy between ones negative CB, and positive ATTB and ATCMB. However, the agreement between ATTB and ATCBM could be seen as confirming evidence. In other words, adding a consonant cognition by recalling the positive anticipation to change the negative behaviour to a positive one in the future (i.e. ATCMB) to minimise the dissonance. It can be suggested that individuals in S5 could evoke the tendency to change their unhealthy eating habits (ATCMB) as confirming evidence to reduce the confliction between their positive attitudes and negative behaviour.
In the same light, another way to reduce the dissonance could be by rationalising the behaviour respecting the attitude or vice versa. It means to seek confirming information for the mismatching cognitions to minimise the impact of the dissonance (Festinger, 1957) . For example, it can be argued that although people have a negative CB and positive attitude (S5 + S6) towards doing regular exercise, they still could reduce the high or moderate dissonance level by seeking confirming information. For instance, considering common problems of doing regular exercise such as chronic pain or alternatively looking for excuses to justify their negative behaviour towards exercise.
Dissonance can be reduced, when one interprets the significance of different cognitions (Cooper, 2007) . Therefore, it can be suggested that the inconsequence of the issue could be the reason for the CDLs reduction from higher to lower levels. This variation could reflect the importance of the topic for each person. For example, strong level of dissonance was experienced by minority of the sample, when it comes to green initiatives topics; such as ICT disposal, printing, and ICT energy consumption. It has been observed that the matching between ACDL and PCDL might be influenced by the importance of the topic. Cooper (2007) argued that dissonance has a magnitude which will be based on the disagreement between two cognitions. The study stated that the more disagreement between cognition is the more discomfort state is likely to occur. Thus, in this light it could be argued that the more important the issue is, the more likely higher dissonance levels could be observed. For instance, the significance of doing regular exercise issue and its impact on health could be the reason that S5 witness an increase in strong CD among its members compared to other issues.
The interpretations of states distribution could support that CDLs are related to the importance of the issue been discussed. For example, no one have been categorised in negative unstable states such as S7 and S8 when water conservation and unhealthy food topics were discussed. This could demonstrate that those issues are widely seen important as no participant held a negative ATTB towards them. Supportively, observations show that the same participant has been categorised in different states and has different levels of dissonance in relation to the topic. For instance, one of the respondents was in S1 and had no dissonance regarding food wastage topic while she was in S5 and experience moderate level of dissonance in terms of regular exercise issue. This indicates that CDLs are subjective as well as could be experienced differently respecting the issues were discussed.
The 3D-RAB model attributes were order to identify respondents' ACDLs this was done linking participants CB, ATTB and ATCMB to the CDLs. The ACDL was compared to the PCDL using the agreement percentage between them as an indicator to test the accuracy of each hypothesis, besides the usage of the T-statistic hypothesis test. Additionally, the test and comparison were made in both CDL mean definition to assure the reliability of the evaluation. Moreover, the observations of comparing ACDL to PCDL were used as a determinate to assess the validity of each hypothesis. By doing so, the study identified that lower CDLs (i.e. none and weak) appear to be accurate and higher levels (i.e. moderate and strong) seem to be questionable. Additionally, possible factors that influenced CDLs were discussed as well it was suggested that the importance of the topic has an impact on the accuracy of the CDLs. Furthermore, this was linked to the CDLs implication on the possible transition pathways which have been proposed by the model.
Conclusion
The results have suggested that there is a need to examine the uncomfortable state and observe dissonance differently in terms of variation on its levels. Thus, the purpose of this research was to empirically validate the CDLs in the 3D-RAB model by conducting a deductive approach. The research initiated by a literature review and deduced the 3D-RAB model, followed by the influence of the CDLs on the persuasive paths. Consequently, a questionnaire has been conducted to estimate the validity of the CDLs in the model. The results showed improvement in the accuracy of no and weak dissonance levels. However, the accuracy of moderate and strong dissonance levels has been disapproved. The dissonance reduction methods might play a role in rejecting high CDLs. Moreover, the validation of the CDLs has an impact of the proposed persuasive pathways. The conclusions drawn from this study can be employed to enrich the understanding of the potential of CDLs. It has also highlighted the CDLs implication on the persuasive pathways. Thus, persuasive technology designer could benefit from the provided results, while adopting the 3D-RAB model categorisation as an approach of persuasion. It could be done by designing persuasive systems, which fit each state in relation to the validity of the CDLs. The consequence of discussed issues is subjective to the person as well as they differ in perception from one to another. Thus, the introduction of this factor (importance of the issue) could generally be seen as a new attribute to CDLs validity. Further studies need to examine the transition pathways in the model, as CDLs implication considered to be against the nature of human beings that tend to reduce cognition conflictions.
